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Ted Greenwald / �

Believe the chalk, worm in
A doll of, program, inner glow
Be of use, kick down

Believe the chalk, door not open
Be of use, program inner glow
Big talk lunch, door not open



� / Anyway from �

Come inside, act as if
See out, glove all along
Wonder how when, as the story opens

Something to eat, act as if
See out, as the story opens
Something to eat, a memory teenager



Ted Greenwald / �

Hazel haze, put the cat out
Sure please sure guarantee, dismay drift across
Fire up with pink slip, is it dreams

Hazel haze, she he been fed
Fire up with pink slip, dismay drift across
Go back on, it’s why, she he been fed



� / Anyway from �

But enough about, badly needs be there
Including yours, enjoy most about
Hand-deliver thank you, carve underside simply because

Preview fingertips, badly needs be there
Including yours, carve underside simply because
Preview fingertips, none other than



Ted Greenwald / �

Call in the morning, beneath sentences is lovely
Any day now, some bring panic
In it of it, how, if not why

Okay with that  Early, beneath sentences is lovely
Any day now, how, if not why
Okay with that  Early, where but with who



8 / Anyway from �

Snappy iota, this boat don’t rise
Rain’s likely, woe betide
So soon? Become partly to mostly

Snappy iota, won’t  No matter
So soon? Woe betide
Flip-flop, won’t  No matter



Ted Greenwald / �

Vain insertion watery slip, could only forgot
Shadowy ivy, walk  Fear falling
Ah, if, seek out

Ship handling, include overnite, could only forgot
Shadow ivy, seek out
Ship handling, include overnite, like that



10 / Anyway from �

Bring to mind, on sleep track
Only grand theft auto, hip condition
Jump nearly, it’s all about

Bring to mind, this is what’s
Jump nearly, hip condition
For crying out loud, this is what’s



Ted Greenwald / 11

Above no questions ask, daybreak
Above, all of the, flea shadows away
Above audible, thereof midst

Above skyline, daybreak
Above, all of the, thereof midst
Above skyline, be pave



12 / Anyway from �

Obvious to, not playing
Should be, gift bag or bit
Not to worry, very little on not to

But so what? Not playing
Should be, very little on not to
But so what? All smiles, with dog



Ted Greenwald / 1�

Small hills, the way express
Possess many eras, be gone
Give off ersatz lows, acqua switches

Small hills, U-haul popovers
Give off ersatz lows, be gone
Get up to go, U-haul popovers



1� / Anyway from �

For short, give a good
Leafy robe loss, too talkative
Maybe some money, english as seconds languish

Edge of any money, give a good
Leafy robe loss, english as second languish
Edge of any money, updates on



Ted Greenwald / 1�

Light off ass, also in black
Any left to breathe, then nothing
There’s this thing, then something

Pass it along, also in black
Any left to breathe, then something
Pass it along, shivery dizzy



1� / Anyway from �

Won’t in ruby, wear over dusk blue crush
Long sleeve baby dawn, eat leftovers
Giftwrap in signs, shake on

Won’t in ruby, wonder out loud
Giftwrap in signs, eat leftovers
Go two lights, wonder out loud



Ted Greenwald / 1�

Intuition if, just because
Such a paradise, star in explain away
Oh, no, in as is

Dip photos, just because
Such a paradise, in as is
Dip photos, where was



18 / Anyway from �

Brink, but it’s usually
Twirler’s softer drink, drive starry eye
Makeover dunk, or so says

Brink, look at fact
Makeover dunk, drive starry eye
Splendid no-no, look at fact



Ted Greenwald / 1�

Though it’s true, on way
Not saying, look from outside
Entire skeleton, raise curtain

Or is that are, on way
Not saying, raise curtain
Or is that are, adults, you know, this way



20 / Anyway from �

Inner circle, not yet, not yet
Turn and point, word for
Somewhere in there, touch down on

Inner circle, want to say
Somewhere in there, word for
Across street, want to say



Ted Greenwald / 21

Fog, agree silently, yummy tote logo goodies
Nametag future tulip, windy cloudy terrier
Many tongue without looking, leaves turn color

Absolute seabreeze, yummy tote logo goodies
Nametag future tulip, leaves turn color
Absolute seabreeze, stuff drives crazy



22 / Anyway from �

Scenic overlook dribble, include dog
Lean elbow on, once was, on the inside
Cats starter looks, add us to someone

Feeling around for, include dog
Lean elbow on, once was, add up to someone
Feeling around for, goes fingering everywhere



Ted Greenwald / 2�

On is easy, wander in snippets
Pain eventually is off, touch down, swipe groundwork
And when it does, once own, once read, am neither

On is easy, breather approves
And when it does, touch down, swipe groundwork
Twice as clear, breather approves



2� / Anyway from �

Will not fall down, walk over to
Place the face, flattery slip out of
Pull on memory open, something about the way

Will not fall down, usually true
Pull on memory open, flattery slip out of
Blowcard moonlight, usually true



Ted Greenwald / 2�

Passing clouds, look forward to
Design beautiful late digits, long for, sound of
Thin picking dip and dip, how can someone

Passing clouds, make sound like
Thin picking dip and dip, long for, sound of
Frock and de-, make sound like



2� / Anyway from �

Breaks phone ground, for some reason
Suffix, wordy mirrors
Blender shrub affiliate, sly froid showroom

Breaks phone ground, lop side sang look
Blender shrub affiliate, wordy mirrors
Hat hang smoke on, lop side sang look



Ted Greenwald / 2�

About what? Can taste the air
Get up, walk over, facts on
Thin issues, more about faces

Thinking out loudspeaker, can taste the air
Get up, walk over, more about faces
Thinking out loudspeaker, believe to be true



28 / Anyway from �

Never than, the look
More than enough (wait a minute)
From the whatever, okay

A long way, the look
More than enough, okay
A long way, the rest okay



Ted Greenwald / 2�

It in as is, as it turns out
Shadow the, knows, yes, yes, of course
Where was, come up with

It in as is, but with time
Where was, yes, yes, of course
In a way, but with time



�0 / Anyway from �

Anything you do, curvy cornflakes
Outnumbers, doggie walkie
Getting passed, you snow who

Anything you do, smells alike
Getting passed, doggie walkie
Who loves you most, smells alike
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(Gasp!) — but still, as always, as ever
Close to the train, so to speak
And bang  And bang bang, gossip basics

Zip on those legs, as always as ever
Close to the train, gossip basics
Zip on those legs, this is sunglasses



�2 / Anyway from �

As in those movies, so who needs
In the olden days, keeps awake
One long grin, hard to say

As in those movies, a wonderful first kiss
One long grin, keeps awake
Without cuts, a wonderful first kiss
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Molten days, because of lingering
Nothing’s personal, including yours
Dawn on, fit for, plump be doing

Molten days, appear brief
Dawn on, fit for, including yours
Come hither forever, appear brief



�� / Anyway from �

Keeping on giving, everybody’s great
And keep on, a few directions
The same language, forward to going

Translate from to, everybody’s great
And keep on, forward to going
Translate from to, miss so much
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There’s money, same as money
Then there’s money, the money
Then there’s money, then there’s money

There’s money, there’s money
Then there’s money, the money
Same as money, there’s money


